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Happy International Friendship Day from Israel! 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7B3rK_iJqP8  
 

"The people are Sovereign. ... 
at the Revolution, the sovereignty devolved on the people; and they are truly the 
sovereigns of the country, but they are sovereigns without subjects... with none to 
govern but themselves; 
the citizens of America are equal as fellow citizens, and as joint tenants in the 
sovereignty." 
-- John Jay (1745-1829) first Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, First President of 
the United States - preceding George Washington, one of three men most 
responsible for the US Constitution 

Read the Prophets & PRAY WITHOUT CEASING! 

That is the only hope for this nation! 
Please 
Remember 
These  
Folks  
In  
Prayer- 
Check often 

They  
Change! 
 

 

 

Pray that the world would WAKE UP! Time for a worldwide repentance! 
 ALL US soldiers fighting for our freedom around the world  

 Pray for those in our  government to repent of their wicked corrupt ways. 

Pray for DB family –  passed away 

Pray for EW – Bad case of Covid 

Pray for EL – Had clot embolized to brain – successful ‘clot buster’ but long road to go.  
Pray for BB – Severe West Nile Fever –still not mobile- improving! 

Pray for RBH – cancer recurrence 

Pray for DH family – Mother passed away 

Pray for GB – bad reaction from Cancer drug 

Pray for Ella – Child with serious problems 

NOTE: Our prayer list was getting very long and there will little follow up.  
If you have people you want to have on the list please resubmit since we are 
revising it now– rdb] 
 
Pray that The Holy One will lead you in Your preparations for handling the world 

problems.  –  Have YOU made any preparations? 

Genesis 36:31And these were the kings who reigned in the land of Edom before the reigning 
of a king over the sons of Israel. 32And Bela the son of Beor reigned in Edom, and the name of 
his city, Dinhabah. 33And Bela died, and Jobab the son of Zerah, from Bozrah, reigned in his 
place. 34And Jobab died, and Husham from the land of the Temanites reigned in his place. 
 

US, UK blame Iran for deadly attack on ship with Israel ties, weigh response 
Blinken: ‘We are confident that Iran conducted this attack’; Britain’s FM Dominic Raab condemns ‘unlawful and 

callous attack’ that killed a Briton and a Romanian 
By Emanuel Fabian, TOI staff and Agencies Today, 8:05 pmUpdated at 9:07 pm  

 

Britain's Foreign Secretary Dominic Raab arrives to attend a cabinet meeting of senior 

government ministers at the Foreign and Commonwealth Office FCO in London, on September 

1, 2020. (Toby Melville/Pool via AP, File) 
 

 Washington and London on Sunday for the first time openly blamed Iran 
for Thursday’s drone attack on an oil tanker with tenuous ties to Israel that 
left two dead, one of them a Briton. 

 The countries’ top diplomats said they were considering a response to the assault. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7B3rK_iJqP8
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 US Secretary of State Anthony Blinken said the country is “confident” Iran was behind the drone 
attack near Oman, a day after he spoke with Israel’s Foreign Minister Yair Lapid to discuss a potential 
international response to the incident. 

 “Upon review of the available information, we are confident that Iran conducted this attack, which 
killed two innocent people, using one-way explosive UAVs, a lethal capability it is increasingly employing 

throughout the region,” Blinken said in a statement. 

 “There is no justification for this attack, which follows a pattern of attacks and other belligerent behavior. 
 These actions threaten freedom of navigation through this crucial waterway, international shipping and commerce, 

and the lives of those on the vessels involved,” Blinken said. 

 “We are working with our partners to consider our next steps and consulting with governments 
inside the region and beyond on an appropriate response, which will be forthcoming. We once again offer 
our condolences to the families of the victims,” the secretary added. 

 British Foreign Secretary Dominic Raab said it was “highly likely” that Iran was behind the attack. 

 “We believe this attack was deliberate, targeted, and a clear violation of international law by Iran. UK 

assessments have concluded that it is highly likely that Iran attacked the MV Mercer Street in international waters off 
Oman on 29 July using one or more Unmanned Aerial Vehicles,” Raab said in a statement. 

 “The UK condemns the unlawful and callous attack committed on a merchant vessel off the coast of Oman, which 

killed a British and a Romanian national. Our thoughts are with the friends and family of those killed in the incident,” the 
secretary said. 

 “Iran must end such attacks, and vessels must be allowed to navigate freely in accordance with international law. The 

UK is working with our international partners on a concerted response to this unacceptable attack,” he added. 
 Thursday’s attack marked the first-known fatal attack after years of assaults on commercial 
shipping in the region linked to tensions between Israel and Iran over its tattered nuclear deal. 

 The Mercer Street is a Japanese-owned tanker flying a Liberian flag and with a foreign crew. Its only ties to Israel are 

that the ship is managed by London-based Zodiac Maritime, a company owned by the Israeli billionaire Eyal Ofer. 

 Still, Israel believes that is precisely the reason it was hit, and views the attack as one that targeted its interests. 
 According to Walla news, Jerusalem had been disappointed by the initial vague statements put out 
by the international community and had sought more forceful condemnations that would explicitly blame 

Iran. 

 But on Sunday, Lapid praised the new condemnations from the US and UK. 
“I am pleased that both the United States and the United Kingdom have condemned these terrorist acts,” Lapid said in a 

statement. 

 “The threat posed by the terrorist regime in Iran will only increase as the ‘Hangman of Tehran’ 
[Ebrahim] Raisi becomes President,” Lapid said, referring to the incoming Iranian president, accused of 
taking part in the mass killings of prisoners towards the end of the 1980-1988 war between Iran and Iraq. 

 “Israel will continue to hold conversations with our allies around the world and work together to formulate the 

necessary steps needed against ongoing Iranian terror,” the Foreign Minister added. 
 

Foreign Minister Yair Lapid speaks during a briefing at the Foreign Ministry 

in Jerusalem, on July 25, 2021. (Lazar Berman/ Times of Israel) 
 

 Raab’s and Blinken’s comments came after Israel’s Prime 
Minister Naftali Bennett explicitly blamed Iran earlier Sunday 

for the attack. 

 The Islamic Republic has denied responsibility for the deadly assault. 
 “I now hear that Iran, in a cowardly way, is trying to evade responsibility 

for the incident. They’re denying it,” Bennett said at the start of the 

weekly cabinet meeting. “I say this definitively: Iran is behind the attack 
on the boat.” 

 Bennett said “the intelligence materials proving [Iran’s involvement] exist and we expect the 
international community to make it clear to Iran that they made a grave mistake. We, in any case, know 

how to convey this message to Iran in our own ways.” 
 Meanwhile, Israel Defense Force Chief Kohavi spoke with his British counterpart Sir Nick Carter on Sunday. 

 “The two discussed recent events in the region and common challenges faced by both countries,” the Israeli military 

said in a statement. 

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-passing-intel-to-us-uk-tying-iran-to-deadly-attack-on-ship-report/


 Iran on Sunday denied any involvement and rejected Israel’s “blame games.” 

 The comment by Iranian Foreign Ministry spokesman Saeed Khatibzadeh marked the first official comments on the 

attack from Tehran, which will see a new president inaugurated Thursday. MORE-  
https://www.timesofisrael.com/uk-says-highly-likely-iran-behind-drone-attack-on-ship-with-israel-ties/  [It would seem 
that at least two countries are now putting the blame where it belongs and may authorize/ or allow 
Israel to take retaliatory actions. Such actions could be problematic, depending on how it goes. – rdb] 
 

Pair of Bazooka projectiles from Six-Day War found in Jerusalem 
Police sappers safely remove shells likely used by Jordanian forces during the Battle of Ammunition Hill where some 

of the fiercest clashes of the 1967 conflict took place 
TPS |Published: 08.01.21, 21:48  

 Construction workers digging in an area near Jerusalem's Ammunition Hill during infrastructure 
work were startled Sunday when they came upon two Bazooka projectiles, apparently left behind by 
the Jordanian army during the 1967 Six-Day War. 
 Jerusalem District police sappers were called to the scene, and carefully removed the two shells, 
which were manufactured in December 1956, according to the inscription on them. 

 
One of the two unexploded bazooka rounds discovered at 

Ammunition Hill in Jerusalem (Photo: Israel Police) 

 
(Photo: Israel Police) 

 They were apparently used by the Jordanian army during the fierce fighting in the area on June 6, 
1967, the second day of the war.  
 Thirty-six Israeli soldiers and 71 Jordanian soldiers were killed in the Battle of Ammunition Hill — an engagement 

that has long served as a symbol of Israeli heroism. The Paratroopers’ Brigade still issues red berets there to its combat 

troops.  
 “This is a moment when things come full circle,” a police spokesperson said. “The weaponry was found between 

Ammunition Hill and the then-police academy. Today, 54 years since the brave battle fought by Israel Defense Forces 

soldiers, Israel Police sappers returned to the site to handle the two bombs from that conflict.” 

 The explosive projectiles were transferred to a designated area where they were destroyed in a controlled 
detonation. https://www.ynetnews.com/article/rynwh4eyf  [There are multiple areas in Israel where left over 
ordinance is found. It is particularly bad in the Golan with entire areas of NO GO because they are still 
locating and finding mines. – rdb] 
 

Demonstrators attack police, asylum seekers at south Tel Aviv protest 
A few hundred protesters were present at the demonstrations that were sparked by the assault of a woman in south Tel 

Aviv last month. 
By JERUSALEM POST STAFF     AUGUST 1, 2021 23:57 
 

South Tel Aviv protest. August 1, 2021. (photo credit: MAYA LEVIN) 
 

 Some 10 people were arrested Sunday at a protest 
in south Tel Aviv following violent confrontations 
with law enforcement, Israel Police reported. During 
the clashes, protesters blocked roads and threw 
objects at officers, endangering them. 

 A few hundred protesters were present at the 
demonstrations, according to Israeli media, who 
reported that the protests were sparked by the assault of a 

woman in the area last month. The attack was allegedly carried 
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out by a man from Eritrea, according to Haaretz, also reporting that protesters chanted "death to the Sudanese," and that 
"the Hatikvah neighborhood is ours." 

 Some protesters wore shirts that read "rehabilitation begins with deportation."  

 Protesters harrased asylum seekers who were in the area and an Eritrean man was violently attacked. 

 MK Itamar Ben-Gvir attended the protest saying on Twitter that he was there to stand against "the incompetence of 
the authorities in dealing with infiltrators in South Tel Aviv."  MORE- https://www.jpost.com/israel-news/demonstrators-attack-

police-asylum-seekers-at-south-tel-aviv-protest-675573  [Tel Aviv has had horrid difficulties with demonstrations and 
crimes from illegals who have broken into Israel from the South. The Egyptians shoot them when they 
can catch them but Israel is more human and take them in and then have trouble getting them 
removed. These folks have trashed south Tel Aviv. – rdb] 
 

Terror groups: Ignite fire of resistance at Zionists for Sheikh Jarrah 
The terror groups said that they will defend them as they did during the “Sword of Jerusalem” battle, the name Hamas 

uses to describe its 11-day war with Israel last May. 
By KHALED ABU TOAMEH   AUGUST 1, 2021 19:30 

  Palestinian armed groups have called for mass protests as the High Court is scheduled on Monday 
to issue a ruling on an appeal against the eviction of Palestinian families from their homes in the east 
Jerusalem neighborhood of Sheikh Jarrah. 

 Lower courts had ruled that several homes in Sheikh Jarrah, known in Hebrew as Shimon HaTzadik, were owned by 

Jews before 1948. The planned evictions of the triggered widespread protests in the neighborhood and other parts of 
Jerusalem over the past few months. 

 Last week, The Jerusalem Post revealed that Prime Minister Naftali Bennet does not plan to evict the families even of 

the High Court makes it possible. Sources close to Bennet said that they did not expect the court to order the government 
to enforce any eviction order or to impose a deadline. 

 A statement issued by several Palestinian armed groups on Sunday called on the Palestinians in 
the West Bank and Jerusalem to “ignite the flame of resistance under the feet of the Zionist occupiers.” 

 “The occupation’s aggression against our people in Jerusalem and Sheikh Jarrah is increasing,” the statement read. “In 
addition, the aggression against the families threatened with displacement continues. The crimes of the occupation have 

not stopped.” 

 Voicing “full solidarity” with the Palestinians in Jerusalem and the West Bank, the terror groups 
said that they will defend them as they did during the “Sword of Jerusalem” battle, the name Hamas uses 
to describe its 11-day war with Israel last May. 

 “The resistance groups that defended the people of Jerusalem and the West Bank will not fail them,” the groups 

added. “We call on our people in the West Bank and Jerusalem to continue to ignite the flame of resistance at all points of 

contact with the Zionist occupier, and to ignite the occupied land under the feet of the Zionist usurpers.” MORE-  
https://www.jpost.com/arab-israeli-conflict/terror-groups-ignite-fire-of-resistance-at-zionists-for-sheikh-jarrah-675553  
 

Bus with IDF soldiers mistakenly enters Palestinian area of Hebron 
Palestinian reports say PA police escorted IDF troops to safety; military acknowledges bus ‘accidentally’ passed 

through the area for a short while 
By Emanuel Fabian 1 August 2021, 10:50 pm  

 

A bus of IDF soldiers is seen in the West Bank city of Hebron, August 1, 

2021. (Video screenshot) 
 

 Palestinian Authority police escorted a bus of 
Israeli troops that entered a PA-controlled section of 
Hebron on Sunday, according to Palestinian media 

reports. 

 A military spokesperson told The Times of Israel 
that the bus had indeed entered the Palestinian side 
of the southern West Bank city by accident, but left 
shortly afterward. 

 He did not comment on the report of PA police escorting the 
bus. 

 There were no injuries in the incident, the spokesperson said. 
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 Incidents of Israeli soldiers accidentally entering areas in the West Bank not under Israeli control and then being 
escorted out by PA forces have been frequent in recent years. 

 Each time, the IDF has repeated the importance of not relying solely on traffic navigation apps such as 
Waze in the troubled region. 

 In a separate incident near Hebron, an Israeli settler was filmed this week firing from a soldier’s rifle 
at Palestinians in the area.  

 The incident occurred July 26, but the footage of the event was only released on Sunday, August 1, by the left-wing 
B’Tselem NGO. 

 A spokesperson for the military said the settler “took the gun from the soldier and fired in the air,” amid what it 

described as stone-throwing toward a military vehicle. 

 The soldier was called for questioning by his superiors, and procedures were clarified to him, the military said. 
 Palestinian eyewitnesses told the Haaretz daily that the soldier gave the settler the gun, and it was not taken from him 

by force. MORE- https://www.timesofisrael.com/bus-with-idf-soldiers-mistakenly-enters-palestinian-area-of-hebron/  [You simply can’t 
be too careful when you are in locations near “PA” areas because before you know it you could be in 
big trouble. – rdb] 
 

Protestors in New York cry ‘Globalize the intifada’ at demonstration 
Several hundred participate in a pro-Palestinian demonstration in Brooklyn, New York, chanted ‘We don’t want no 

two states, we want all of it,’ and ‘There is only one solution, intifada revolution.’ 
By JEREMY SHARON  AUGUST 1, 2021 16:59 

 Several hundred protesters took part in a pro-Palestinian rally on Saturday in Brooklyn, 
using inflammatory rhetoric and messaging against Israel. They lauded “intifada” uprisings and called 
for taking control of Israeli territory, the West Bank and Gaza Strip. 

 During the protest, organized by an organization called “Within Our Lifetime – United for Palestine,” 
demonstrators marched behind three large banners: “Globalize the intifada,” “Zionism is terrorism,” 
and “We will free Palestine within our lifetime.” 

 Intifada is an Arabic word meaning uprising or rebellion. During the Second Intifada from 2000-2005, 
Palestinian terrorist groups, including Hamas, Palestinian Islamic Jihad and some affiliated with Fatah, carried out 

hundreds of terrorist attacks against Israeli civilians and security personnel, killing more than 1,000. 

 During Saturday’s rally, marchers chanted, “We don’t want no two states, we want all of it,” 
referring to the two-state solution that has formed the basis of peace proposals. 
 A Twitter account was deleted on Sunday afternoon after it posted video footage of demonstrators 
chanting, “We don’t want no two states, we want all of it.” 

 Among the demonstrators’ other slogans were: “If we don’t get no justice, then they don’t get no peace,” “Intifada, 

intifada,” “There is only one solution, intifada revolution,” “Mobilize the intifada,” and “From the river to the sea, 
Palestine will be free.” 

 Demonstrators held aloft Palestinian flags, fired red, green and black flares, the colors of the flag, and held up pictures 

of Palestinians who they said were killed by Israeli security personnel. A pickup truck bearing activists flying the 

Palestinian flag led the rally. 
 Some demonstrators blocked traffic in the area and shouted vulgar expressions at commuters and pedestrians. 
https://www.jpost.com/israel-news/protestors-in-new-york-cry-globalize-the-intifada-at-demonstration-675520  
 

Ismail Haniyeh elected to another term as Hamas chief 
Terror group’s leader has held the position since 2017, would stay on until 2025; quadrennial Hamas elections said to 

be drawing to a close 
By Aaron Boxerman Today, 4:15 pm  

 Hamas leader Ismail Haniyeh has been elected to a second term as the terror group’s political 
bureau chief, a source close to Hamas said on Sunday afternoon. 
 Haniyeh, who was first elected in 2017, is now allegedly set to lead Hamas until 2025. He replaced 
Khaled Mashaal, who had led the terror group since 1996. 

 Hamas did not immediately issue an official statement on the matter. According to a report in the Palestinian 

newspaper Al-Quds, one is expected by Sunday evening. 

 According to Al-Quds, Hamas’s Shura Council convened on Saturday and elected Haniyeh. The 
Council is set to convene again on Sunday and elect Haniyeh’s deputy and the remaining members of 
Hamas’s political bureau. 
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 The votes would bring an end to the months-long internal leadership vote inside Hamas. The 

elections officially began last March, although Hamas prisoners were rumored to have begun voting well before that. 
Hamas holds secret ballots every four years, dividing the vote into four areas — Gaza, the West Bank, the diaspora and 

Hamas prisoners in Israeli jails. The elections appoint members at every level in the terror group’s hierarchy: from local 

leaders in Gaza and the West Bank to the Shura Council, a quasi-legislative branch. 
 Hamas’s Fatah rivals normally hold festive elections that draw large crowds to public polling 
places. By contrast, the Hamas vote is conducted in near-total secrecy. 

 Gaza bureau chief Yahya Sinwar — the enclave’s de facto ruler — saw a particularly bitter primary; 
he was nearly toppled by senior Hamas official Nizar Awadallah in April. Sinwar, 58, nonetheless 
managed to eke out a victory, and his popularity has only grown since what many Palestinians see as a Hamas 
triumph in the recent fighting with Israel. 

 Current West Bank head Saleh al-Arouri, a notorious terrorist with a $5 million bounty on his head 
from the United States State Department, also won reelection, Hamas said last month. 

 Former politburo chief Mashaal, who had been rumored to seek a comeback as leader, was instead 
appointed chief of Hamas’s diaspora division. Mashaal currently resides in Doha, the capital of Hamas’s Qatari 
patrons. 

 Haniyeh, 59, was born in Gaza’s al-Shati refugee camp. A longtime student activist in the Muslim 
Brotherhood, Haniyeh was arrested several times for his participation in the First Intifada. 

 In 1992, Haniyeh, along with around 400 senior figures in Hamas, was deported by Israel to southern Lebanon by 
night. The deportees established a camp in Marj al-Zuhur near Israeli-controlled territory, drawing international attention. 

Israel eventually decided to allow most of the deportees, including Haniyeh, to return. 

 Since returning to Gaza, Haniyeh quickly rose through the ranks of the terror group. He became close to Sheikh 
Ahmad Yassin, Hamas’s spiritual leader, before the latter was assassinated by Israel in 2004. 

 Following Hamas’s victory in the 2006 Palestinian legislative elections, Haniyeh was chosen to lead the fragile unity 

government between Hamas and Fatah as prime minister. He subsequently led Hamas’s Gaza division before becoming 

the terror group’s leader. 
 The United States Treasury Department formally placed Haniyeh on its terrorism blacklist in 2018. 

 “Haniyeh has close links with Hamas’s military wing and has been a proponent of armed struggle, including against 

civilians,” the State Department said at the time. “He has reportedly been involved in terrorist attacks against Israeli 

citizens. Hamas has been responsible for an estimated 17 American lives killed in terrorist attacks.” 
https://www.timesofisrael.com/ismail-haniyeh-elected-to-another-term-as-hamas-chief/  
 

Three Hezbollah men among five killed in Lebanon funeral shooting 

Shooting part of sectarian dispute between Sunni and Shiite groups; Lebanese army deploys in area, threatens to shoot 

anyone seen carrying arms 
By Agencies Today, 10:50 pm  

 
People are evacuated as Lebanese soldiers deploy in armored 

vehicles amid clashes in the Khalde area, south of the capital, 

on August 1, 2021. - At least five people including three 

Hezbollah members were killed south of Beirut when a 

funeral procession for a party member was ambushed(Photo 

by ANWAR AMRO / AFP) 

 
A Lebanese soldier sits atop an armoured vehicle as the army 

deploys amid clashes in the Khalde area, south of the capital, 

on August 1, 2021. (Photo by ANWAR AMRO / AFP) 
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Hezbollah supporters carrying flags on motorbikes drive past 

Lebanese soldiers as the army deploys amid clashes in the 

Khalde area, south of the capital, on August 1, 2021.(Photo by 

ANWAR AMRO / AFP) 

 
Flames engulf a vehicle following clashes in the Khalde area, 

south of the Lebanese capital, on August 1, 2021. (Photo by 

ANWAR AMRO / AFP) 

 BEIRUT  — At least five people including three members of the Hezbollah terror group were killed 
south of Beirut Sunday when a funeral procession for a party member was ambushed, a Lebanese 
security source told AFP. 

 Several people were wounded in the exchange of fire in the Khalde area between members of the 
Lebanese Shiite group and Sunni residents, the source said. 

T he funeral was for a Hezbollah man killed the night before, the source added. 
 

 

Lebanese soldiers deploy in armored vehicles amid clashes in the 

Khalde area, south of the capital, on August 1, 2021. (Photo by 

ANWAR AMRO / AFP) 
 

 Hezbollah in a statement appealed to the army and 
security forces to arrest those behind the “ambush,” 
which it said killed two members of the funeral 
procession. 

The Lebanese military said they deployed in the coastal town of 
Khalde to contain the tension after heavy fire — including from 

rocket-propelled grenades — terrorized residents and brought 

traffic to a standstill. The gunmen remain at large. MORE- 
https://www.timesofisrael.com/two-shot-dead-at-funeral-for-hezbollah-

commander-south-of-beirut/  
 

Tourists, villagers evacuated by boats as wildfires ravage Turkish resorts 
Death toll from five days of massive wildfires rises to eight; EU sending firefighting planes; riot-control water cannons 

drafted to help fight blazes 
By Mehmet Guzel and ZEYNEP BILGINSOY 2 August 2021, 1:39 am  

 

Tourists wait to be evacuated from smoke-engulfed Mazi area as 

wildfires rolled down the hill toward the seashore, in Bodrum, 

Mugla, Turkey, Sunday, Aug. 1, 2021. (AP Photo/Emre Tazegul) 
 

 MAZIKOY, Turkey (AP) — Wildfires raged near 
Turkey’s holiday beach destinations of Antalya and 
Mugla and in the surrounding countryside for a fifth 
day Sunday as the discovery of more bodies raised the death 

toll to eight while villagers lost their homes and animals. 
 Residents and tourists fled the danger in small 
boats while the coast guard and two navy ships 
waited out at sea in case a bigger evacuation was 
needed. 
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 Fires also enveloped Mugla province’s Mazikoy, and villagers who evacuated were devastated. 

 Farmer Nurten Almaz said she lost everything. “I feel so much pain, like I lost a child,” she said. The 63-year-old 
woman lost her animals and her home as well as “one century of people’s labor.” She called for the death penalty for 

people who may have caused the fire. 

 Residents had to flee nearby Cokertme village as flames neared. Some got on boats and others left 
by cars as the fire got closer and closer. 
 In one video, firetrucks and cars were rushing to escape fire raging on all sides. After nightfall, the village looked 

apocalyptic from a distance, with flames taking over the dark hills. 

 Bodrum mayor Ahmet Aras said Sunday evening that people experienced “hell” near Cokertme and Mazi as they 
drove away from the fire. He said the blaze could not be stopped and hoped to protect residential areas but said it was too 

late for the trees. 

 The area was engulfed by Sunday night, Turkish broadcasters said. Reporters said they had to get hurry to safety as 

the fire intensified with strong winds. Officials said precautions were being taken to protect two thermic power plants in 
the vicinity and at present the winds were blowing away from the plants.  

 Authorities warned tourists and residents to keep evacuating Turunc, a town in the seaside resort of Marmaris in 

Mugla province. Fires enveloped the area and strong winds made firefighting efforts more difficult. A helicopter 

attempted to extinguish the blazes, which were unreachable by land. MORE- https://www.timesofisrael.com/tourists-villagers-

evacuated-by-boats-as-wildfires-ravage-turkish-resorts/  
 

Something Truly Remarkable is Unfolding in France, And It’s Starting to Feel a Little “King 

Louis-ish”  
August 1, 2021 (40m ago)  

 There’s something remarkable happening in France right now, and it’s starting to feel a little “Louis 
XVI-ish.” If you’re not familiar with the French Revolution (May 5, 1789 – November 9, 1799), it was an incredible 

period of sweeping political and societal change in France. 

 And while there were many different circumstances and reasons which sparked the revolution, it 
really boiled down to three main crisis points: social, political, and economic. And one of the most 

formidable groups spearheading the push for reform were the peasants — or as we’d call them today, the “working class.” 
 French peasants were furious over rapid population growth, harvest failures, physiocratic calls for 
modernization of agriculture – basically “agricultural economists” seeking to revamp farming – as well 

as the rising cost of dues paid out to the Lords who owned the land. 

 These issues were the driving force behind the peasant’s desire to demolish feudalism in France. 
 In short, the monarchy had gotten far too big for their britches, and the working class said, “enough,” and grabbed 

their pitchforks and took to the streets…and the rest is history. 

 There was far more to it than that, but you get the picture. 

 And as it always does, history repeats its self…and once again, the French working class is back in the 
streets, with symbolic pitch-forks in hand, protesting a government that’s gotten far too big for its 
britches. 

 This time around, the French working class is furious over President Emmanuel Macron’s tyrannical 
COVID vaccine push. 

 Macron is basically telling people, you either take the jab or you lose any shot at a normal life. 

 Threats like that didn’t sit well with the hard-working people of France, and they came out to protest – hundreds of 

thousands of people. 
 However, what’s happening in France goes even deeper than vaccines – many of the people who are 
protesting are also experiencing mounting poverty, and a country that’s been overrun with refugees – 
this is true especially in cities like Marseille, whose citizens have a natural inherent distrust of 
authority and government – they’re like the “Rebel South” in the US. 
 When you put the entire picture together, you can start to see those “Louis XVI” vibes I mentioned earlier, right? 

 The images coming out of France are stunning and for those of us in the United States, who feel we’re just a hop, 

skip, and a jump away from this happening in our country, it’s inspiring to see brave citizens stand up and fight back 

against tyranny. 
 Take a look: 

 Healthcare workers hand in hand standing up to police in Paris, France protesting against the Macron government 

domestic vaccine pass. MORE- https://www.revolver.news/2021/08/france-king-louis-vaxx-moment/  
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Mexico won’t be ‘hostage’ to Big Pharma, president says, as internet predicts trouble after 

country rejects Covid jabs for kids  
31 Jul, 2021 10:46  

 Social media users have theorized that President Andres Manuel López Obrador could face severe 
repercussions after he refused to purchase Covid vaccines for children, vowing that Mexico wouldn’t 
bow to pressure from drugs firms.  
 In remarks made earlier this week, the Mexican leader said his government was still waiting for the 
scientific community to demonstrate the benefits of vaccinating minors. Until conclusive evidence was 
provided, Mexico would refuse to purchase jabs for children, Obrador announced, adding that pharmaceutical 

firms seemed to be focused more on making profits than on ensuring medical necessity as they rake in record sales from 
Covid-19 vaccines. 

 He was similarly critical of plans by drugs companies to introduce third- or even fourth-dose 
booster shots, opining that the jabs could be “superfluous.” [Good for Obrador who is actually following the 
science instead of like the CDC of the US that is making up garbage. – rdb] 
 Speaking on the same topic, Undersecretary for Health Hugo López-Gatell claimed there was “no 
scientific evidence” showing the jab was “essential” for minors, given the high rate of inoculation among the 

adult population, Excélsior, Mexico City’s second-oldest daily, reported.  

 Mexico has approved a range of Covid vaccines for emergency use, including shots developed by Pfizer, 
AstraZeneca, Johnson & Johnson, and Sinovac, as well as Russia’s Sputnik V.  

 The country’s Health Ministry recently revealed that a minimum of 48% of Mexicans have received 
at least one vaccine dose.  

 Like many other countries, Mexico rolled out its inoculation program in phases, giving high-risk groups first priority. 
Currently, those under 18 are not included in the vaccine drive. 

 Largely ignored by international media, Obrador’s provocative remarks went viral after an English-
subtitled video of his speech was shared across social media.  

 Several comments hailed the Mexican president’s “cajones” for calling out Big Pharma greed. 
Pfizer, for example, has boasted record profits and recently raised full-year sales estimates for its vaccine to $45 billion. 

Others shared more conspiratorial reactions to Obrador’s comments. Numerous observers theorized that the Mexican 

president was exposing himself to potential harm or an “accident” by criticizing Big Pharma firms in such a blunt and 

direct manner.  
 While Mexico doesn’t feel comfortable administering the shot to youngsters, many other countries 
have begun to offer the vaccine to minors, both in clinical trials and as part of inoculation drives. According to the 

Mayo Clinic, around 14% of Americans under 18 have received at least one Covid shot.  
https://www.rt.com/news/530770-mexico-hostage-vaccines-pharmaceutical-companies/  
 

Mayhem on streets of Berlin: Anti-lockdown protests turn into violent scuffles with police in 

Germany, 600 arrested (VIDEOS)  
1 Aug, 2021 20:42 / Updated 1 hour ago 

 Berlin witnessed chaotic scenes and violent brawls on Sunday as riot police sought to forcefully 
disperse anti-lockdown rallies that had been banned by authorities, after thousands took to the streets 
of the German capital.  

 Coronavirus skeptics once again gathered in the center of the German capital despite the fact that 
the German authorities had banned as many as 16 protests by opponents of Covid-19 restrictions. 
 Some 5,000 people on Sunday joined several "spontaneous" demonstrations in various parts of the city, according to 

police estimates. Earlier, the organizers of just one such demonstration, which was eventually banned, said that it might be 

attended by as many as 22,000 people. 
 The rally participants were beating drums and chanting slogans such as "Peace, freedom, no 
dictatorship!" and "We demand the unrestricted restoration of the right to demonstrate." 

 In many cases, the unauthorized processions quickly descended into violence as police in full riot gear attempted to 

block the crowds from marching along the city streets. Some 600 people have been arrested, according to a police 
spokesman citing preliminary data. 

https://www.excelsior.com.mx/nacional/mexico-no-comprara-por-ahora-vacunas-contra-covid-para-ninos-lopez-obrador/1462326
https://www.rt.com/news/530770-mexico-hostage-vaccines-pharmaceutical-companies/


 "The strategy is to wake up. The sleepers need to wake up. We are losing our freedom. We just run," one protester told 
the German Die Welt daily. Most participants were not wearing face masks and were ignoring the social-distancing rules 

that are still in place in Germany. 

 The marching crowds broke through the chains of police on several occasions, prompting a heavy-handed response, as 

officers were seen brutally grabbing some protesters and throwing them to the ground. On several occasions, the officers 
ran to chase people through the streets. 

 Videos published by RT's video agency Ruptly as well as footage that has surfaced on social media showed police 

officers sometimes engaging in brutal fist fights with demonstrators, as well as punching them in the gut and kicking 

them. On one such occasion, the officers clashed with a group of elderly women. MORE- https://www.rt.com/news/530843-

berlin-lockdown-protests-scuffles-police/  As you can see from the above articles France and Germany and other 
countries around the world have populations that are awakening and finally resisting to the dictatorial 
approach of the globalist state. It is time that America wakes up and says NO MORE. The CDC has 
been lying to the American public for years and particularly concerning this issue. Humanity would like 
to trust their “experts” but these are so called experts that have an agenda which is influenced by the 
almighty dollar and has bene for years.  – rdb] 
 

'Abysmal' comment by potential 2024 GOP presidential hopeful disgusts conservatives 
She 'picked the wrong time to unveil her Republican Establishment leanings' 
By Joe Kovacs  Published August 1, 2021 at 3:57pm  

 A statement by South Dakota Republican Gov. Kristi Noem telling workers who object to vaccine 
mandates to simply find a new job is leaving some of her conservative supporters dismayed. 
 On Saturday, the woman touted by many Republicans as a potential presidential candidate for 2024 
and beyond tweeted: 

"Workers whose employers are mandating a vaccine for continued employment have the power to say no. 

"Our robust economy and job market gives them the option to find a new employer that values personal 
choice and responsibility, and doesn't force mandates on their employees," she added. 

 The statement prompted swift, negative reaction from some of her admirers. 

 "The latest example of embracing Republican Establishment corporatism is abysmal," said J.D. 
Rucker at the Liberty Daily. "What's worse is that she demonstrated her embrace of one of the most hated industries 
today among MAGA conservatives: Big Pharma." 

 "For a potential presidential candidate who had built up a good amount of conservative goodwill, 
South Dakota Governor Kristi Noem is projecting the wrong message to keep her name circulating in the hat," 

Rucker noted, adding she "picked the wrong time to unveil her Republican Establishment leanings." 
 "There's a fine line between defending individual rights and supporting the rights of private 
businesses to run their operations without government intervention. It isn't always black and white, but the Covid-19 

'vaccine' issue is one that steers a good chunk of conservatives away from our standard hands-off approach to business. 

 Forcing vaccine mandates onto employees is a form of discrimination. Even if we set aside the 
skepticism millions of Americans have when it comes to the so-called 'vaccines,' we cannot dismiss 
the draconian nature of vaccine mandates forcing people to choose between their careers and their healthcare 

freedoms." 

 The Conservative Treehouse took a similar stance, saying, "Noem is at her political core Wall Street (Koch Brothers 
etc.). Meanwhile, President Trump is at his political core Main Street. 

 The disconnect is found in the difference between what looks like a good 'talking point,' and the reality of 

workers having to deal with the issue of mandated vaccinations in the workplace. Just quit your job ... not so easy 

in practice. 
 The SD Governor seems to overlook that entire sectors of the economy are impacted by 
federal rules, not just individual companies. Hotel workers, restaurants, cooks and cleaners, mechanics, 

service industry writ large, are subject to forced business owner compliance with regulatory agencies. When the 

federal government initiates a mandate, all businesses within that sector are hit with the mandate. Switching jobs 
offers no security or escape from the mandate. 

 OSHA, the Dept. of Labor, the Dept. of Agriculture, and many other federal agencies create 
the system. All private sector businesses regulated by those agencies end up forced to adhere 
to those rules and regulations. Instead of targeting the solution on the employee, which to be fair does have 

https://www.rt.com/news/530843-berlin-lockdown-protests-scuffles-police/
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some merit, leading political figures should be constructing their defense of workers by confronting the source of 
the underlying mandate; not the workers themselves. 

 Setting aside the reality that forced mandates for vaccination put the most vulnerable 
employee demographics in a position of agreeing to the jab or potentially losing the roof over 
their head; what MAGA voters understand better than the elites that fly above them – is their ability to think 
through consequences, because they have to actually live with them. MAGA people are smart, really smart, and 

they are pragmatic to the problems they face. 

In some ways, pragmatism is on the opposite end of the continuum from ideological decision-making. 

 It is one thing to say, "defy the system" (ideologically), it is another thing entirely to actually carry through 
the process of defiance; when your ability to keep your family safe is contingent upon comfortable invisibility 

inside the same system. 

 Governor Noem approaches the issues faced from a top-down perspective. Someone like 

Donald J. Trump has shown he understands the issues we face from a bottom up perspective; and that is entirely 
why the blue-collar working class has connected to him. 

https://www.wnd.com/2021/08/abysmal-comment-potential-2024-gop-presidential-hopeful-disgusts-conservatives/  
 

What a shot! New vaccination law jabbed as threat to parental rights 
Officials want to inoculate kids without approval from mom or dad 
By Bob Unruh Published August 1, 2021 at 11:21am  

 The Parental Rights Foundation has announced it has filed a lawsuit over a new law that appears to 
undermine parental rights in the District of Columbia. 
 At issue, the foundation confirmed, is an effort to establish a procedure in the district to give 
vaccinations to children without parental consent. 

 The law is the Minor Consent to Vaccination Act of 2020, which "circumvents the legal and 
constitutional rights of parents to make medical decisions for their minor children." 

 "The Supreme Court settled long ago that parents, not government officials, have the authority to make informed 
medical decisions for their children," explained Jim Mason, president of the Parental Rights Foundation and lead counsel 

on the suit. "This law is a poorly disguised end-around to circumvent that right and give the district the outcome it wants, 

even over parental objection." 

 The complaint charges that the district won't even bother to notify parents when their parental rights have been ended. 
The law prohibits the vaccine provider and the insurance carrier "from informing the parent of their 
child's vaccination status, leaving the parent to assume (or hope) their opt-out decision is still being 
enforced. Even the family's primary care physician will not receive word of a vaccination received outside their office," 

the organization confirmed. 
 The law was adopted by the district council on a 10-3 vote late last year, and allowed to pass into law by Mayor 

Muriel Bowser. 

 It would let medical providers give vaccines to any child 11 years old or older if the medical provider decides the 
child is mature enough to provide informed consent and if the vaccine is on the list of vaccines recommended by the 

United States Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices. 

 The foundation explained its complaint charges that violates the fundamental liberty interest of parents in the welfare 

of their child as protected under the Fifth Amendment's Due Process Clause. 
 "It also violates federal law, including the National Childhood Vaccine Injury and Compensation Act of 1986 and the 

Religious Freedom Restoration Act of 1993," it charges. 

 "Under DC law the government gives parents the right to opt out on the one hand, and then sets up children to be 
pressured into surrendering that right on the other, with neither the parent nor the family’s physician being any the wiser," 

Mason said, in a statement regarding the legal fight. "Sneaking behind the back of fit and loving parents will put DC’s 

children at risk." https://www.wnd.com/2021/08/shot-new-vaccination-law-jabbed-threat-parental-rights/  
 

Pfizer, Moderna, hike prices for their Covid jabs by up to a QUARTER for the EU – reports  
1 Aug, 2021 19:04  

 Pfizer has reportedly raised the price of its Covid vaccine dose by a quarter, with Moderna also 
ramping up the price in its latest deal with the European Union. The two are making tens of billions of 
dollars in pandemic profits.  
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 According to the Financial Times, which has seen contracts between the two pharmaceutical 
companies and the EU, Pfizer's latest price for one vaccine dose was €19.50, or around $23 – up by 
four euro from the previous unit price of €15.50 euro. 
 Meanwhile, Moderna's latest price is around €21.50 ($25.50) per dose, up from the previous price of 
€19 ($22.60). Despite this, the Moderna price is still lower than previously expected – $28.50 – because of the EU 

purchasing more doses. 

 Pfizer and Moderna – which earn a profit from the vaccines, unlike AstraZeneca, which is sold at cost – have pulled 
in tens of billions of dollars from the vaccines, with Pfizer forecasting $33.5 billion in revenue from its doses in this year 

alone. The forecast is up $7.5 billion from its previous prediction in the last quarter. 

 Moderna, though behind Pfizer in sales, is forecasting $19.2 billion in Covid-19 vaccine revenue for 2021. 

 Russia’s Sputnik V vaccine still hasn’t been approved by the European Medicines Agency (EMA) despite having 
been registered in 69 of the world's countries to date, including EU members Hungary and Slovakia. 
https://www.rt.com/news/530853-pfizer-moderna-vaccine-prices-eu/  
 

Want to learn more about why the JAB is a problem? Listen to this podcast [50 min) 

D e e p  D i v e  i n t o  C O V I D  
https://warroom.org/2021/07/31/episode-1137-deep-dive-into-covid/ 

 

Sarah Palin hints at 2022 run, would pit her against Republican U.S. senator 
By Andrew Jose, The Western Journal  Published August 1, 2021 at 7:00pm  

Former Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin hinted at a potential Senate bid in the 2022 midterm elections to 
challenge Sen. Lisa Murkowski, the Alaska Republican who was one of a handful of GOP senators who 
voted to impeach former President Donald Trump after he left office. 

 Palin told New Apostolic Reformation leader Ché Ahn on July 22 that she would run to become a senator for Alaska 
"[i]f God wants me to do it," according to footage shared by Right Wing Watch, a website of the liberal-left People for the 

American Way. 

 “I would say you guys better be there for me this time, because a lot of people were not there for me last time,” Palin 

told her audience, referring to her failed stint running for vice president when John McCain was running for president in 
2008 

 In her interview with Ahn on stage, Palin said “America was dedicated to God,” and that its "charters of liberty are 

written about and to God.” MORE- https://www.wnd.com/2021/08/sarah-palin-hints-2022-run-put-sen-murkowski/  
 

47 percent of Republicans say time will come 'to take the law into their own hands': poll 
By Celine Castronuovo - 07/30/21 10:33 AM EDT  

 About 47 percent of Republicans believe that a time will come when “patriotic Americans have to 
take the law into their own hands,” according to a George Washington University poll on Americans’ 
faith in election systems and democratic values.  

 The GW Politics Poll, conducted among more than 1,700 registered voters from June 4 to June 23 
and released this week, found that support for principles like free and fair elections, free speech and 
peaceful protest were nearly unanimous among Democratic and Republican voters. Approximately 55 
percent of GOP respondents, however, said they support the potential use of force to preserve the 
“traditional American way of life,” compared to just 15 percent of Democrats.  

 Only 9 percent of Democrats agreed with the statement that "a time will come when patriotic Americans have to take 
the law into their own hands." 

 Additionally, Republicans were significantly less likely to have a strong amount of faith in local and 
state elections. 

 Eighty-five percent of Democrats expressed trust in local election officials, with 76 percent saying the same of state 
officials, compared to 63 percent and 44 percent, respectively, for GOP voters. 

 University researchers measured a drop in Republicans’ confidence in the 2022 elections 
compared to the period leading up to the 2020 elections, with just 28 percent of Republicans saying 
they were confident in the upcoming midterm elections compared to 46 percent measured before the 2020 
general elections. 
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 Comparatively, 76 percent of Democrats said they were confident going into the 2020 elections, and close to 75 
percent say the same going into next year’s political contests. 

 Republican doubt in the integrity of U.S. elections has been growing in large part due to unsupported claims from 

former President Trump and his allies that widespread voter fraud resulted in inaccurate 2020 election results.  

 Efforts to restrict access to the ballot box have been passed or advanced in GOP-led states nationwide in the wake of 
the November vote. 

 Danny Hayes, professor of political science and co-director of the GW Politics Poll, said in a statement, “Most of the 

state and local officials who run our elections are long-time public servants whose goal is simply to help our democracy 
operate smoothly.”  

 “But if we’ve gotten to a place where voters trust the electoral system only when their side wins, then that undermines 

the idea of non-partisan election administration, which is essential for democracy,” Hayes added.  
 Some of the diminished trust in elections has culminated in violent threats being made toward election workers, 

prompting the Department of Justice on Thursday to launch a task force aimed at combating such threats.  

 The GW poll, conducted by YouGov, was the final wave in a four-wave panel that began in October with 2,500 

voters. https://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/news/565610-47-percent-of-republicans-say-time-will-come-to-take-the-law  

 

 

 
 

 

 

Commentary: 

When Will the COVID Revolt Come? 
At some point, there will be a revolt. The longer the arbitrary insanity persists, the more violent the reaction will be. 
By Roger Kimball  July 31, 2021  

 The most cheerful headline I have seen in weeks was on Glenn Reynolds’ New York Post column: “No, Karen, we’re 

not masking again.” I hope he is right. I do wonder, though. I have no doubt that the second part of his headline—“A 
winning GOP message for 2022 [and] beyond”—is correct. At least it’s correct if it is expressed as a conditional: It would 

be a winning strategy were it adopted. As Reynolds notes, “There is a great deal of pent-up frustration and resentment 

over the inconvenience, the loss of freedom and the general climate of hectoring that the government’s pandemic response 

has created.” Indeed. And he’s right, too, that  
 It’s irritating to be lectured by officials who claim to be smarter than you. It’s infuriating to be lectured by 

government officials who claim to be smarter than you—but clearly aren’t. 

 The on-again/off-again claims on masks and vaccination are just part of it. Tired of masks? Get vaccinated, they told 
us. Now they’re saying wear a mask, even if you’ve been vaccinated and even if you’re associating with others who’ve 

been vaccinated. 

 And there’s talk of more lockdowns, which a growing body of scientific evidence suggests were perfectly useless and 
downright harmful. 

 As Molly Bloom exclaimed in a different context, Yes, Yes, Yes! 

 But to return to the question of hope, I am reminded that hope was said by some cynics to have been the last evil in 

Pandora’s pithos. It seems like only yesterday—in fact, it was just this past May—that both the president and the vice-
president of the United States insisted that (as Joe himself put it) “Folks, if you’re fully vaccinated—you no longer need to 

wear a mask.”  

 Of course, that was more than a year after “15 days to slow the spread,” Anthony Fauci’s steady stream of 
contradictory, though authoritatively delivered, advice, not to mention the recent advent of (cue the scary music) The 

Delta Variant.   

 It was the New York Post, again, that cut to the chase on the latest (unless we’re on to the epsilon variant already) with 

its cover of July 30. “Insanity!” read its oversized headline and below was a large grid with a tiny bit of the upper right 
square marked. Of the 161 million people who have been vaccinated, only 5,601 have been hospitalized with the new 

version of the virus. Of those, only 1,141 have died. That’s .0007 percent. (And how old, one wonders, were those who 

succumbed and from what comorbidities did they suffer?) 
 Now it turns out that the latest CDC advice was based largely on an outbreak at Provincetown after the informal party 

time of “Bear Week” in early July. Andrew Sullivan treated the news with some portion of the skepticism it deserves. In 

fact, as another commentator pointed out, what the Provincetown outbreak really shows is that “even under perfect 
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conditions for a superspreader event, the vaccine works spectacularly well.” 
 But even to talk about studies and statistics and “expert” advice is to assume that we are talking primarily about an 

issue of public health. We aren’t. Consider this list from Jim Treacher:  

1. Absolutely do not wear a mask 

2. You must, must, must wear a mask or you’re killing Grandma 
3. Don’t leave the house or you’re killing Grandma 

4. If you can’t avoid leaving the house, stay at least six feet away from any other human being you see or you’re 

killing Grandma 
5. Wash your hands 20 times a day 

6. Do not touch your face or anything else, ever 

7. Get vaccinated so you don’t have to wear a mask 
8. You have to wear a mask even if you’re vaccinated 

9. When the above rules change, and then change back, and then change back again, shut up about it or you’re a 

stupid MAGA-head 

10. Don’t forget to vote Democrat! 
Of course, the last item is more often left unspoken than it is overtly expressed, but it is a sentiment, an assumption, that 

infuses the whole shifting kaleidoscope of contradictory advice. Treacher is right. “This isn’t about science. It’s about 

control. You will do as you’re told, peasants, and your moral, ethical and intellectual betters will continue to do whatever 
they please.” 

 I think Glenn Reynolds is correct that opposing the tyrannous spirit that stands behind the lockdowns, the mask 

mandates, and the smug, hectoring, politically correct demands for proof of vaccination would be a winning strategy for 
GOP politicians. Will they adopt it? Most will do so timorously, if at all. That’s my prediction.  

 Last year at Encounter Books, we published an admonitory book by Joel Kotkin called The Coming of Neo-

Feudalism: A Warning To The Global Middle Class. Some people thought Kotkin was overstating things with his talk of 

an increasingly stratified society in which a tiny elite lorded it over an increasingly pauperized and disenfranchised mass. 
It turns out, though, that if anything Kotkin understated the trends. The weaponization of public health diktats, their 

enforcement by a vast and increasingly overbearing cadre of nanny-state bureaucrats, is simply the latest manifestation of 

the profoundly anti-democratic spirit that has taken hold in Western societies.  
 It’s all about social control, as Jim Treacher says. At some point, there will be a revolt. The longer 
the arbitrary insanity persists, the more violent the reaction will be. The question is whether we are at or are 

approaching the point of crisis. Will the voters stand for another lockdown as we approach the 2022 election? Lockdowns 

markedly increased the opportunities for voter fraud; 2020 showed that. That is precisely why the swamp is prepping us 
for another go. Let’s see if we stand by grumbling impotently or if, finally, we actually do something. I am not holding 

my breath.   https://amgreatness.com/2021/07/31/when-will-the-covid-revolt-come/  

 

I Know Exactly Who Is To Blame for This New Wave of COVID-19, and I Know Who Is Making 

a Fortune on It  
Wayne Allyn Root Posted: Aug 01, 2021 12:01 AM 

 Only days ago, President Joe Biden, Dr. Anthony Fauci and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention publicly 

blamed and shamed "unvaccinated Americans" for this new wave of the COVID-19 virus. I spent days ripping this 

narrative to shreds on my national radio show. It's a great big lie. 
 And I was right. Bloomberg just reported that there are over 110,000 cases of "breakthrough COVID-19" -- i.e., 

vaccinated Americans with COVID-19. Why do you think the CDC is in a panic and just recommended masks for 

vaccinated Americans? The vaccine isn't working. 
 The cases are everywhere. New York Yankees players who were vaccinated have COVID-19. An NFL coach who 

was vaccinated has COVID-19. Olympic athletes who were vaccinated have COVID-19. Texas Democrat lawmakers who 

were vaccinated have COVID-19. The White House is hiding a large outbreak of COVID-19 among their vaccinated 

staffers. 
 In Singapore, 75% of the new COVID-19 cases are among the vaccinated. In Israel, the government admits a majority 

of new COVID-19 cases are among the vaccinated. In the United Kingdom, the government admits a large share of 

COVID-19 cases and hospitalizations are vaccinated. A U.K. aircraft carrier has more than 100 COVID-19 cases on 
board, even though every one of them has been vaccinated. 

 In Cape Cod, Massachusetts, there is a large COVID-19 outbreak among the vaccinated. Five were hospitalized. Four 

of those five were vaccinated. In California, the most dramatic rises in COVID-19 cases are found in the most vaccinated 
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counties. At Stanford University, there is an outbreak of COVID-19 among vaccinated students. 
 It's happening everywhere. The vaccine isn't working, yet the powers that be keep pushing the vaccine. Soon there 

will be vaccine mandates and vaccine passports. The more vaccinated Americans get sick, the more Biden blames and 

shames the unvaccinated. Something funny is going on. 

 I've uncovered the fraud. On May 1, the CDC stopped counting cases of COVID-19 among vaccinated Americans. 
That's what allowed them to say this new wave was 100% due to the unvaccinated. They just stopped counting anyone 

sick who damaged their sales pitch. 

 That's fraud on a massive scale. But why? 
 It's all about the Benjamins. Let's follow the money trail. 

 CULPRIT NO. 1: BIG PHARMA. Biden, Fauci and the CDC are clearly shilling for Big Pharma and the vaccine 

manufacturers. Those vaccine companies are making a killing (excuse the pun). You don't think Big Pharma is handing 
out payola (i.e., bribes) to politicians, the media and CDC and FDA bureaucrats to scare the hell out of Americans, 

thereby convincing them to get vaccinated, even though they all know the vaccines aren't working? 

 CULPRIT NO. 2: CHINA. China is to blame. Blaming "unvaccinated Americans" is a weapon of mass distraction. 

China sent this bioweapon our way. This is China's pandemic. China is pure evil. China is guilty of mass murder. China is 
on the hook for $10 trillion or more in damages. China caused a worldwide economic depression. And it isn't over yet. 

Biden is itching to announce a national lockdown that will destroy our economy. Who benefits? China. Is Biden on 

China's payroll? How much is China paying into offshore accounts? 
 CULPRIT NO. 3: BIDEN HIMSELF. If COVID-19 is so bad, so dangerous, so deadly, why did Biden open the 

borders and invite 1.1 million refugees into America since January? 

 These people are from the most poverty-stricken countries in the world. They are starving; they live among filth and 
squalor. They are therefore weak and their immune systems damaged. They bring with them Third World illness and 

disease. These are the dreaded superspreaders. 

 I think it's clear (if you're not blind, deaf or really dumb) these are also the "unvaccinated" spreading the coronavirus 

that Biden, Fauci and the CDC are talking about. I'll bet the hospitals are filled with migrants infected with the 
coronavirus. 

 Biden not only encouraged them to come, let them in and delivered them free of charge into communities across 

America to spread the disease, but also blamed it all on conservative patriots like you and me. What a scam. 
 Why? Once again, follow the money trail. 

 I'll bet the Mexican drug cartels are paying a fortune in bribes to offshore accounts. Biden's job is let all the migrants 

in, ignore the fact that they're sick and spreading COVID-19 and blame the rest of us. 

 I have to hand it to them. Biden and the Democrats are smart. They're destroying America, American exceptionalism, 
capitalism and the great American middle class. Soon they'll demand a national lockdown, that they caused. But the 

billions of dollars in bribes will keep flowing; that's all they care about. 

 America is being destroyed from within. https://townhall.com/columnists/wayneallynroot/2021/08/01/i-know-exactly-who-is-to-blame-

for-this-new-wave-of-covid19-and-i-know-who-is-making-a-fortune-on-it-n2593393 
 

Communists: Today’s Democrat Party, Part 3 
By Roger Anghis|August 1st, 2021 

 Democrats don’t even try to hide their intentions to take total control of all manufacturing and production in America. 
In 2012 Maxine Waters told the oil company executives in a testimony before Congress: “guess what this liberal would 

be all about? This liberal would be all about socializing — uh, uh, would be about basically taking over and the 

government running all of your companies.”[1] She let the cat out of the bag there but it was already a well-known fact 
the Democrats were well down that path to do just that with not just the oil companies but all manner of production 

including food, housing, and all other goods. 

 All we have to do is look at what other socialist/communist governments are doing to the population of their countries 
and their businesses. It is never a good thing when government takes control of any type of production facility. 

Venezuela’s oil production reached an all-time high in 1970 when the country produced 3.8 million barrels per day 

(BPD). In 1971, Venezuela nationalized its natural gas industry, and began taking steps to nationalize its oil industry. 

The oil industry was officially nationalized in 1976. At that time, the Venezuelan state-owned oil company Petróleos de 

Venezuela S.A. (PDVSA) was formed. 

 Between 1970 and 1985, oil production in Venezuela experienced a decline of over 50%. But then production there 

once again began to grow. In 1997, as it sought to attract foreign investment and develop the heavy oil in the Orinoco 

Belt, Venezuela opened up its oil industry to foreign investment.[2] Maxine Waters, as a member of the Democrat 
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Socialists of America, wants the United States government to do the same thing with American oil companies. We have 
already seen what will happen to our supply of oil and gas. Trump made us energy independent for the first time in 70 

years.  We have more oil than all the Middle East combined but in a matter of days Biden stopped drilling permits in 

Anwar, fracking on all federal land, canceled permits for the Gulf of Mexico and now gas has doubled where I live and 

tripled in other parts of the country. 
 Cuba doesn’t like the population knowing what the government does or the results of their policies even though the 

people have to live with the failed economy, lack of healthcare, lack of food, and other needed sundry items necessary to 

stay alive. Now we are seeing protests in Cuba against the communist policies and government they have suffered under 
for the last sixty-plus years. An independent reporter was in the middle of an interview when government agents took her 

away. Cuba’s communist government arrested an independent journalist on Tuesday as she was live on television 

speaking with a news network about the country’s crackdown on anti-government protesters. 
 Dina Stars was reporting live from Havana on the Spanish news show “Todo Es Mentira” — “Everything Is a 

Lie” — when she stopped the interview and said that security forces were outside her home. 

 After briefly leaving the room, Stars explained that the officers were demanding that she go with them. 

 “I hold the government responsible for anything that may happen to me,” Stars told the live audience. 
 Another video showed officers escorting Stars into a white car outside her home. 

 Hours before her arrest, Stars had written on Twitter that the Cuban government had called her, asking for a 

meeting. 
 “People from the [Ministry of the Interior of the Republic of Cuba] just called me to set up a ‘meeting’ with them. I 

told them no, they told me they were going to give me a legal summons. As soon as I get the summons I will go with my 

head held high, I have nothing to hide. Will keep you posted.” 
 Nearly 150 individuals, including Stars, have been arrested or have disappeared in Cuba since the anti-government 

protests erupted on Sunday, NPR reported.[3]  This action is typical of a socialist/communist government. Too bad our 

schools don’t teach it but that teaching doesn’t line up with the government’s CRT teaching. The Cuban government is 

one of the world’s worst violators of press freedoms, according to Reporters Without Borders. The state-run internet 

provider began restricting access on Monday amid the protests. 

 “It is really hard to know and verify what is happening now because of the internet blackouts,” Louise Tillotson, a 

researcher with Amnesty International, told NPR. 
 “We don’t know if these people will be charged, what they will be charged with, or if they will be let go. … We 

don’t even know where they are, so it’s hard to get specific information.” 

 Tillotson said Cuba’s left-wing authoritarian regime “uses criminal law to essentially lock up people who have 

alternative viewpoints … as a way of controlling dissent.”[4] 
 We have idiots in this nation that have platforms to spew their idiocy. MSM gives them that platform and the 

Democrat Party supports them 100%.  There is a program out there call the 1619 Project that is nothing but lies about the 

founding of America and the founder of the project, I don’t think, has ever studied any of our real histories and just pulls 
things out of thin air and calls them facts. She makes a statement about Cuba proving she never spoke to anyone who has 

lived under the Castro regime more than ten minutes. According to Hannah-Jones, “multiracial” Cuba is the greatest 

model for equality in the Western hemisphere and she boastfully attributes that to socialism. 
 “The most equal multi-racial country in our hemisphere, it would be Cuba,” Hannah-Jones had said in a 2019 

podcast with Ezra Klein of Vox and The New York Times. 

 “Cuba has the least inequality between black and white people anyplace really in the hemisphere. I mean, the 

Caribbean, most of the Caribbean it’s hard to count because the white population in a lot of those countries is very, 

very small,” she said. “A lot of those countries are run by black folks. But in places that are truly at least biracial 

countries, Cuba actually has the least inequality. And that’s largely due to socialism—which I’m sure no one wants to 

hear.”[5] The free healthcare, free college, and 99.8% literacy rate are not among the general population but the elites 
only. Michael Moore spewed the same lies in one of his movies. But that is the way the socialist/communists operate. 

They lie to get you to accept and then the truth is revealed and by then it’s too late. 

 Communists silence their opposition any way they can.  Lie, cheat even kill if that is necessary. We see that with 
Putin’s opposition all the time. They do all they can to silence those they disagree with. Now we are seeing the Biden 

administration attempting to silence those that oppose the door-to-door campaign for vaccines. They’ve gone full-blown 

communist. It appears the Democratic National Committee (DNC) is not fond of the messaging from their political 

opposition about the door-to-door campaign the Biden administration announced to improve COVID-19 vaccine 

uptake. Apparently, it is shocking that conservatives, who prefer to be left alone, find this move intrusive and offensive. 

 The DNC reportedly wants SMS (short message services like text messaging) providers to police text messages 
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containing what they call “COVID-19 vaccine misinformation.” While they are making this demand in light of the 

conservative framing of the new door-to-door program, it is not clear that this is the only “misinformation” they want 

to combat. However, the Biden administration’s messaging is clear. According to Politico (emphasis mine): 

 The Biden administration is casting conservative opponents of its Covid-19 vaccine campaign as dangerous and 

extreme, adopting a more aggressive political posture in an attempt to maneuver through the public health 

conundrum.[6] 

 The big problem with this is it is the Biden administration the gets to decide on what is ‘misinformation’. It was the 

same with Stalin, Mao, Pol Pot, Castro, and the rest of the world’s worst dictators. There is no debate. They will not 
tolerate any opposition and it will be shut down. 

 This is not the America that I grew up in and it is not the America that I will leave to my children and grandchildren. 

Foot Notes 
 Maxine Waters wants socialize oil companies 

 Charting the decline of Venezuela’s oil industry 

 Journalist covering Cuban protests arrested in middle of interview 

 Journalist covering Cuban protests arrested in middle of interview 
 1619 founder Hannah Jones touts Cuba as most equal multi racial country in western hemisphere 
https://newswithviews.com/communists-todays-democrat-party-part-3/  
  

My Body, My Choice, My Ass! 
By Lex Greene|August 1st, 2021 

 Isn’t it funny how Marxist democrats who have spent 48-years fighting for a mother’s “right” to murder her own 

children in the womb, are the same maniacal nut-jobs fighting tooth and nail for their “right” to inject anything they want 

into YOUR body, claiming you have “no right” to decline? 
 It would be funny if it weren’t so damned sickening and deadly! It takes some real moral misfits and socialist morons 

to think up such insanity, and some real tyrants to force it on the country and the world. 

 Clearly, according to the ruling class elite in our government of, by and for themselves, we don’t have even the most 
basic of Rights in this country anymore – and they are entirely unbridled in their power. They can do anything they want 

to the people, because nothing they have done to the people so far has caused any backlash or consequences from the 

people. 

 The fact is the people already have all the information they need in order to know what they have to do. More and 
more information to the point of saturation and info-overload won’t help anyone. People react differently to information. 

 For some, truthful information only causes depression, defeatism, paralysis, retreat, and surrender. The same 

information will move others to anger and action. This natural human reaction in people is what separates a society into 
“fearful” and “fighters.” 

 If you can lead, then lead! If you can’t lead, then follow! If you can’t fight, then fund those who can and if you can’t 

do any of the above, sit down, shut up and stay out of the way! 
 The American people, in fact, people all over the world already know everything they need to know, in order to know 

what they have to do to save themselves. Around the globe in almost every civilized nation, the people are already in the 

streets fighting against the Marxists they allowed to take power years ago. They are marching because once disarmed, 

that’s all they can do. 
 Once your government claims the right and authority to inject anything they want into your body, take away your 

freedom to earn, silence your voices of dissent, stick a worthless (and dangerous) mask on your kids face and come door-

to-door at your home to either force you to comply, or dump you into their database of the “non-compliant extremists,” 
what more do you need to know? 

 YOU ARE ALREADY LIVING UNDER FASCISM! Call it whatever you want, Marxism, socialism, communism, 

progressivism, democracy, Maoism, any name that makes you “feel good.” It’s all the same thing, TYRANNY! The only 
“love” involved here, is the ruling class elites’ unquenchable thirst and LOVE for unbridled power! 

 When government tells you they can do anything they want to you and you have no say at all in the matter, and they 

enlist your employers, co-workers, friends, neighbors, and even family to do it, what more could you possibly need to 

know? Seriously? 
 The only open question at this point is are you going to ever do anything about it? The best time to fight tyranny is 

before you live under total tyranny. Ask anyone in the streets of Cuba, Canada, the EU, Australia, Greece, Italy, the UK 

and a hundred other nations right now. They all allowed themselves to be disarmed a long time ago. All they can do now 
is “protest” in the streets, as their governments call upon military units to come shut them down! 
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 When the people let all peaceful solutions pass, thinking “everything will be fine” when everything is already NOT 
fine, sooner or later, violence is all that’s left. Some still think they can “go along” with evil, without becoming evil in that 

process. Every decent honest thinking person knows better! Evil never just “passes,” it either thrives or dies! 

 Those NOT doing anything now, peacefully, while they still can, as they stockpile food, weapons, and ammo, are 

helping the violent LEFT to bring the violence. They think they can “save their own” while the entire country and maybe 
the world, burns to the ground around them. 

 “We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with 

certain inalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness. –That to secure these rights, 
Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed…” 

 All power is inherent in “the people,” and all government power comes from these same “people.” The people have 

only authorized very limited “just” powers…no “unjust powers.” 
 “whenever any Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to 

abolish it…” 

 Today, we have a chance to “alter” it before we have no choice but to “abolish it.” The 2020 elections were stolen by 

way of unprecedented massive election fraud on a scale never before seen by mankind. The evidence is overwhelming, 
and it is publicly available for any true patriot seeking truth and justice. 

 The worldwide average life span of any self-governed society in history is 200 years. The USA is 245-years old 

today. We have already outlived any other self-governed society by some 45-years. But here too, the end draws near. 
 Marxist democrats (and corrupt republicans) who stole power in 2020 will NOT give up that power without a fight. 

They know what they have done and what they are doing to destroy the USA and they are doing it at break-neck speed. 

 Unless Americans UNITE and RISE against them right away, the global Marxists have already won. 
 If it’s no longer even “my body, my choice,” then every freedom and liberty you once had as an American, is GONE! 

You are living a pipe dream to believe anything else. 

 It’s high time for every American to face reality now. We know everything we need to know, in order to know 

what we have to do. WILL WE DO IT? 
 FIGHT or SURRENDER! That’s the choice we each have now. Write me to know more… 
https://newswithviews.com/my-body-my-choice-my-ass/  
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Study: Recovered COVID patients don't benefit from vaccine 
New US study finds natural infection to COVID provides robust long-term immunity, with vaccination 

providing no added benefit. 
David Rosenberg , Aug 01 , 2021 8:19 PM  

 A new study on the effects of natural infection by the coronavirus suggests that there may be little 
to no benefit for recovered SARS-CoV-2 patients in receiving vaccines against the coronavirus. 

 According to the study, conducted in Cleveland, Ohio and published in the MedRxiv journal last 
month, people who were infected with the coronavirus enjoy significant long-term immunity from the 
virus, which is unlikely to be increased by being injected with one of the coronavirus vaccinations now 
on the market. 

 The study followed 52,238 employees of the Cleveland Clinic Health System, monitoring infections 
among vaccinated and unvaccinated workers, and the incidents of reinfection among both vaccinated and 
unvaccinated workers. 

 Of the 52,238 employees tracked in the study, 2,579 had previously tested positive for the 
coronavirus, while 49,659 had never been confirmed as carrying the virus. 

 Fifty-three percent of the 2,579 employees who had been infected with the virus previously 
remained unvaccinated (1,359 people), compared to 41% (22,777) of the employees who were never diagnosed with 

the virus. 
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 Zero previously infected employees were reported to have become infected again with the virus, 
regardless of their vaccination status. 
 Vaccination significantly reduced the risk of coronavirus infection, the study found, but only among 
those who had not previously been infected. 

 The authors concluded that vaccination after natural 
infection is unlikely to have any benefit for recovered 
COVID patients. 

 “Individuals who have had SARS-CoV-2 infection are unlikely to benefit from COVID-19 vaccination, and vaccines 

can be safely prioritized to those who have not been infected before.” 

 Previous studies in Israel and Qatar have found extremely low levels of reinfection among 
recovered coronavirus patients. 
 More recent data collected by the Israeli Health Ministry in the midst of outbreaks of the Delta Variant found that 

there were far fewer cases of reinfection after natural infection than there were infections among vaccinated Israelis who 

had never been diagnosed with the virus previously.  With a total of 835,792 Israelis known to have recovered from the 
virus, the 72 instances of reinfection amount to 0.0086% of people who were already infected with COVID. 

 By contrast, Israelis who were vaccinated were 6.72 times more likely to get 
infected after the shot than after natural infection, with over 3,000 of the 
5,193,499, or 0.0578%, of Israelis who were vaccinated getting infected in the 
latest wave. https://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/310963 [This is much like the findings 

from the flu. If you want immunity get the disease. IF you get the disease take HCQ or Ivermectin along 
with the protocol vitamins and Zpack and you will get over it and be immune. – rdb] 
 

Russian police faked murder of rabbi to nab anti-Semitic gang 
Rabbi fakes his death as part of police operation to break up anti-Semitic gang. 
Arutz Sheva Staff , Aug 01 , 2021 10:58 PM  

 Authorities in southern Russia faked the murder of a rabbi in order to bust members of an anti-
Semitic pro-communist group. 

 According to a report by The Times over the weekend, police in the Krasnodar region of southern 
Russia near the Black sea arrested two suspects who conspired to have a rabbi murdered. 

 The two suspects, 60-year-old Alexander Dudarenko and 70-year-old Zoya Malova, are said to be members of the 
Citizens of the USSR, a pro-communist fringe group which refused to accept the dismantling of the communist regime in 

the early 1990s. 

 Undercover police agents infiltrated the group, which has been described as an anti-Semitic 
“nostalgia cult”. 
 One officer working on the case posed as a professional hitman, and was hired by the suspects to murder Rabbi Yury 

Tkach. 

 The 52-year-old rabbi agreed to cooperate with police, who faked his death in order to convince the suspect’s the hit 

had indeed been carried out. MORE- . https://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/310967  
 

'Jerusalem is in a tremendous construction boom' 
Jerusalem Mayor Moshe Lion attends Jerusalem Conference, discusses plans to bring young people to Jerusalem and 

provide them with employment. 
Arutz Sheva Staff , Aug 02 , 2021 12:07 AM  

 Jerusalem Mayor Moshe Lion attended the first day of the Jerusalem Conference on Sunday. 

 "We are in the midst of a tremendous construction boom of offices and jobs in an area spanning 
about 1,400,000 meters across the city and which are expected to be completed in about three years," 
Lion said, adding, "For high-tech companies, we will reduce the tax by about 50% so that it will pay off for them to come 

to our city." 

 "More than 300,000 of the residents of Jerusalem live in eastern Jerusalem," the mayor noted, referring to the 
importance he sees in investing for the benefit of Arab residents as well. 
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 "In order for Jerusalem to be united forever and so that we can live alongside them, we will have to take care of them 
with the appropriate infrastructure and invest in the eastern part of the city," he added. 
https://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/310968  
 

Haaretz writer Chaim Levinson: US makes you rich - but poor in spirit 
Haaretz writer pens touching account of his family's move from the US to Israel, and lauds the 'expansion of the soul' 

immigrants enjoy. 
Arutz Sheva Staff , Aug 01 , 2021 9:13 PM  

 An opinion piece published in the Haaretz newspaper over the weekend won praise for its frank 
discussion on Aliyah to Israel, and the trade-offs involved for immigrants from wealthy Western 
countries. 

 In the article, Haaretz’s Chaim Levinson describes his family’s move from the US to Israel in 1981, 
several years before his birth. 

 Marking the 40th anniversary of the move, Levinson highlighted both the difficulty of adjusting to a 
new culture and accepting a lower material standard of living, along with the less tangible benefits of 
living in Israel and feeling a sense of belonging with the Jewish state. 
 “Immigrating was traumatic. Uprooting a life and replanting it without knowing what would come of it. Outside, we 

were happy for the privilege to be in Israel, but inside, we missed our old home. We paid a price we wouldn’t have had to 

pay in America,” Levinson wrote. 

 “Still, there’s nothing like being in Israel. We were fortunate to come. There’s no place more natural for a 
Jew to live. Israel is home.” 

 Juxtaposing the cost and benefit of Aliyah, however, Levinson argues the latter clearly outweighs 
the former, emphasizing that while foregoing life in Israel for the comparative wealth of the US 
enhances the outgoing immigrant’s material condition, it does so at the cost of his “soul and spirit”. 
 “To this day I haven’t met anyone who has returned to America and whose return has expanded his or her soul the 

way the soul expands when you lie in your bed at home in Israel.” https://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/310964  

[There is absolutely something unique and wonderful about being in Israel! Even as a non-Jewish 
person I feel spiritually refreshed and more alive when I am in Israel. – rdb] 
 

Israel's government approves first budget in three years 
Health Ministry to receive huge increase in spending in 2021-2022 budget, after government failed to pass spending 

plan for three years. 
David Rosenberg , Aug 02 , 2021 8:15 AM | updated: 8:54 AM  

 The Israeli government voted to pass a spending plan Monday morning, following three years of 
deadlock which prevented the passage of a state budget. 
 Following marathon talks overnight, the government reached an agreement on a spending plan for 
2021 and 2022 early Monday morning. Shortly thereafter, ministers voted to back the budget. 

 “Overall, all of the disagreements on the budget have been settled and we’ve reached an agreement,” said Ram 

Belinkov, director-general of the Finance Ministry. 
 No budget has been passed by Israel’s government since 2018, and the failure of the Netanyahu-led 
coalition to pass a spending plan last year led to its collapse and snap elections. 

 During negotiations within the government overnight, Health Minister Nitzan Horowitz (Meretz) demanded 

significant increases in funding for his ministry, threatening to bring down the narrow coalition government if his 

demands were not met. MORE- https://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/310982  
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